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T2K experiment ( a few slide I found via web ) 



● Second generation long-baseline neutrino-oscillation experiment;

● High intensity almost pure nm beam from Main Ring in J-PARC is shot 

toward the Super-Kamiokande detector 295km away.

● Nominal beam intensity is much larger than K2K.

from Tokai to Kamioka

● The physics data-taking started in Jan. 2010, and stopped in March 

2011 by the earthquake.
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T2K Beamline and Detectors

● Muon monitors @ ~120m downstream

Near detector@ ~280m downstream, called ND280.

Far detector@ 295km downstream (Super-Kamiokande)

●

●

Detectors

Beamline

Off axis beam

The center of the beam 

direction is adjusted to be 

2.5o off from the SK direction. 

● Primary beamline

● Target Station

● Decay pipe

● Beam dump @ ~110m downstream
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Analyze this 
ring image

From Prof. Shiozawa



Neutrino Oscillation

Eigenstates of the flavor (e, m, t ) and the eigenstates of the 
mass ( 1, 2, 3 ) is different  

if dCP = 0 or p,    there is no CP violation, 
otherwise,  CP violation happens at neutrino sector 

## My consideration :   we could push the dCP term at the other matrix, but it is combined with the s13 , 
which represents the mixing of e-neutrino with the t-neutrino, for the ease of the (12) or (23) calculation. 



From the paper



Event Category 

・ Analysis for the far detector

5 categories : 

nm

ne

ne + p

nm

ne



Reconstructed neutrino energy 
-- comparison between with/without the oscillation --



Results I. 

Sinq23 vs Dm23 dCP vs Sinq13



Results II. 

dCP range, 
if the sin13 is fixed 



Conclusion 



For the questions



Question (from Yuzhen)  

Why the author can get sin2(ϴ23) and ∆(m32)2 from the observed 

number of e neutrino and anti-e neutrino?

A. 
“Fits to determine either one or two of the 
oscillation parameters are performed, while the 
other parameters are marginalized” 

sinq13 is fixed for this fitting, though I 
could clearly confirm that the dCP is fixed,
(or less effect ?) 

m23 & sinq23 are the free parameters 



Question (from Shan)  

What's the "2p-2h" model, also the 1p-1h, ∆-like 2p-2h and non-∆-
like 2p-2h ？

A. 
“2p-2h” model is the scattering of W boson with two nuclei. 
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“Normal” reaction

Model to consider 
the interaction of 
W boson with the 
nuclei in higher 
order. 



For those diagram,  pion is 
emitted where the d particle can 
intermediate those channel  

J. Nieves  et. al., PLB 721 (2013) 90-93

To explain experimental results of neutrino scattering,  
those small ? corrections are introduced within 20years.  



Question (from Amit) 
What is the meaning for delta-Like and Non-Delta Like?

A. 

Difference is the model of those reactions . ( though I do not cover them well )



Question (from Xin)  

At the end of paper, it says:

“Sensitivity studies show that, if the true value of δCP is −π/2 and the 

mass ordering is normal, 22% of simulated experiments exclude δCP = 0 

and π at 2σ C.L.”.

How to extract the 22% value? And why use 2-sigma C.L. ?

A. This sentence is not clear for me, especially what 
parameters they changed in the simulation and/or 
they want to express that there exists systematic 
terms not well implemented ?  



Page 4,  they excuse that 
some of systematics from 
model parameters are not 
easy to be implemented well.

But I do not know it is related 
to that statement.  



Question (from Yuhang) 

In fig 2. Ratios to the predictions under the no oscillation hypothesis 
are shown in the bottom figures. How to understand the ratio?

A. 

nm/anti-nm disappears due to the oscillation 
(nm flavor is mainly changed to nt )

The energy of nm is about 600MeV, 
therefore, it would be rare to create t
from nt .



Question (from Kai) 

Mass ordering is important parameter in CP violating phase 

determination,  and in the paper, they indeed considered two 

assumptions on the mass orderings,  normal ordering, inverted 

ordering.

But why they only report results of normal ordering in the abstract, do 

you know the reason?

A. 

Actually, I do not know... 
As pointed out,  the derived values for both normal/inverted 
ordering are described in the contents/conclusion .  


